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Description 

A  drive  axle  assembly  for  a  rear  wheel  drive 
vehicle,  for  example,  typically  includes  an  axle 
housing,  a  pair  of  axles  for  driving  wheels  located  5 
at  the  outer  ends  of  the  housing,  and  a  differential 
gear  arrangement  mounted  centrally  in  the  hous- 
ing  for  driving  the  axles.  The  inner  ends  of  the 
axles  are  typically  splined  to  drive  gears  in  the 
differential  gear  assembly,  whereas  the  outer  to 
ends  are  rotatably  support  by  wheel  bearings 
located  at  the  ends  of  the  axle  housing.  Until 
recently  the  wheel  bearings  were  usually  press- 
fitted  onto  the  axles  and  bearing  retainer  plates 
mounted  at  the  extreme  outer  ends  of  the  hous-  15 
ing  clamped  the  bearings  to  the  housing  and 
hence  secured  the  axles  in  position. 

At  least  one  automobile  manufacturer  presently 
uses  locking  elements  within  the  differential 
assembly  itself  to  maintain  the  axles  within  the  20 
axle  housing  instead  of  axle  retainer  plates 
mounted  at  the  ends  of  the  housing.  In  the  rear 
axle  assemblies  currently  employing  internal 
locking  elements  for  retaining  the  axles,  the  dif- 
ferential  gearing  mounted  within  the  axle  housing  25 
is  a  conventional  bevel  gear  differential.  As  is 
conventional  in  this  type  of  differential,  a  ring 
gear  rotates  a  differential  case  which  mounts  four 
interengaged  bevel  gears  that  rotate  about  two 
mutually  orthogonal  axes.  One  axis  is  defined  by  30 
the  axles  to  which  two  of  the  bevel  gears  are 
drivingly  coupled.  Generally  these  "axle  drive" 
gears  include  splined  bores  that  engage  mating 
splines  formed  on  the  axle  ends;  this  one  axis  is 
normally  coincident  with  the  rotational  axis  of  the  35 
ring  gear.  The  remaining  two  bevel  gears  are 
generally  termed  "spider"  gears.  These  gears 
rotate  on  a  common  axis  usually  defined  by  a 
common  shaft  mounted  in  the  case  and  inter- 
secting  the  first  axis  at  90°.  The  spiders  "differ-  40 
entiate"  torque  between  the  axle  drive  gears. 

Each  axle  drive  gear  includes  an  annular  recess 
adjacent  and  coaxial  with  the  splined  bore. 
Because  the  recess  is  larger  than  the  bore,  a 
shoulder  is  defined  therebetween.  The  end  of  45 
each  axle  includes  a  groove  for  receiving  a  lock- 
ing  "C-ring".  To  couple  the  axles  to  the  axle 
assembly,  each  axle  is  first  inserted,  inner  end 
first,  from  the  respective  outer  ends  of  the  hous- 
ing,  through  the  associated  axle  gears,  until  the  so 
locking  grooves  extend  beyond  the  associated 
drive  gears.  C-rings  are  then  inserted  into  the 
grooves  and  the  axles  moved  outwardly  so  that 
the  C-rings  enter  the  recesses  formed  in  the  axle 
drive  gears.  The  recesses  are  sized  to  prevent  ss 
displacement  of  the  C-rings  from  the  axle  ends. 

The  shaft  for  the  spider  gears,  when  positioned, 
extends  between  the  axle  ends  and  intersects  the 
axis  of  the  axles.  By  critically  sizing  the  diameter 
of  the  shaft  as  well  as  the  distance  between  the  eo 
locking  groove  and  end  face  on  each  axle  end,  the 
shaft  in  effect  maintains  the  assembled  position 
of  the  axles  and  further  provides  a  thrust  surface 
for  the  axles. 

The  installation  of  a  differential  mechanism,  65 

other  than  a  bevel  gear  differential,  in  an  axle 
housing  employing  this  type  of  arrangement  for 
retaining  the  axles  within  the  housing  presents 
some  difficulty,  if  the  differential  to  be  installed 
does  not  include  a  shaft  or  a  pin  disposed  along  a 
line  that  intersects  the  axis  of  the  axles.  An 
example  of  one  such  differential  is  illustrated  in 
US—  A—  2,859,641  (Gleasman).  The  differential 
mechanism  disclosed  in  this  Gleasman  patent  is 
termed  a  "cross-axis  compound  planetary  gear 
complex"  and  includes  worm  gears  rotatably 
coupled  to  each  axle  and  balancing  gear  com- 
plexes  rotatably  supported  by  the  differential  case 
for  transferring  torque  between  the  axle  gears. 
The  gear  complexes  are  mounted  in  pairs  and 
each  complex  rotates  on  an  axis  of  rotation  that  is 
substantially  tangential  to  the  pitch  of  its  asso- 
ciated  axle  drive  gear.  In  the  differential 
mechanism  disclosed  in  this  Gleasman  patent, 
the  axle  gears  include  inner  end  faces  positioned 
in  confronting  alignment  with  a  thrust  bearing 
intermediate  the  faces.  It  is  considered  unfeasible 
to  provide  a  shaft  between  the  axle  drive  gears  to 
act  as  a  thrust  and  locating  surface  for  the  ends  of 
the  axles.  Nevertheless,  it  has  been  considered 
desirable  to  find  a  method  for  mounting  this  type 
of  differential  in  an  axle  housing  of  the  type 
described  above. 

The  present  invention  provides  a  new  and 
improved  apparatus  for  mounting  a  differential 
mechanism  such  as  that  illustrated  in  US  —  A  —  
2,859,641  in  an  axle  housing  in  which  the  axle 
shafts  are  retained  in  position  by  elements 
located  within  the  differential  case.  In  particular, 
the  present  invention  provides  a  method  for 
mounting  the  differential  disclosed  in  the  Gleas- 
man  patent  within  this  type  of  axle  housing. 

In  the  preferred  and  illustrated  embodiment, 
the  differential  mechanism  comprises  a  differen- 
tial  case  defining  spaced,  axially  aligned  bores  for 
receiving  inner  ends  of  a  pair  of  axles.  Axle  drive 
gears,  also  called  side  or  traction  gears,  are 
slidably  received  and  rotatably  coupled  to 
respective  axle  ends.  Preferably  the  side  gears 
include  splined  bores  that  mate  with  splines 
formed  on  the  axle  ends.  A  removable  spacing 
arrangement  receives  thrust  from  and  maintains 
the  assembled  position  of  the  side  gears  and  axle 
ends. 

The  axle  ends  are  substantially  conventional  in 
construction  and  each  includes  a  groove  for 
receiving  a  locking  element  such  as  a  "C"-ring.  At 
least  one  of  the  side  gears  includes  a  recess, 
formed  concentric  with  the  splined  bore  and  sized 
to  prevent  loss  of  the  locking  ring  when  mounted 
to  the  axle  end.  The  spacing  arrangement 
includes  an  axial  thrust  means  having  surfaces 
positioned  between  the  axle  ends  having  portions 
captured  by  the  recess(es)  formed  in  the  side 
gear(s)  when  the  side  gears  are  in  their  operative 
positions,  thus  maintaining  the  position  of  the 
thrust  means.  There  is  also  a  removable  gear 
spacer  associated  with  at  least  one  side  gear  for 
insertion  between  the  gear(s)  and  an  inner  sur- 
face  of  the  casing  for  maintaining  the  side  gear(s) 
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In  the  disclosed  embodiment,  the  second  thrust 
element  can  only  be  removed  from  between  the 
side  gears  after  the  gear  spacer  has  been 
removed  and  the  associated  side  gear  moved  to 

5  the  "access"  position.  Once  the  second  element  is 
removed,  the  first  thrust  element  can  then  also  be 
removed  and  the  axle  ends  then  shifted  as 
needed  to  expose  and  remove  or  install  the  axle 
lock  rings. 

m  With  the  present  invention,  current  rear  axle 
housings  do  not  have  to  be  modified  to 
accommodate  a  differential  of  the  type  disclosed 
in  the  above  identified  Gleasman  patent.  The  axle 
retaining  arrangement  used  in  the  axle  housing 

15  described  above  can  be  used  in  connection  with 
this  type  of  differential  without  modification  and 
hence  retooling  of  the  axles  and/or  axle  housings 
is  eliminated. 

Additional  features  of  the  invention  will 
20  become  apparent  and  a  fuller  understanding 

obtained  in  reading  the  following  detailed 
description  made  in  connection  with  the  accom- 
panying  drawing,  in  which: 

Figure  1  is  a  sectional  view  of  a  differential  gear 
25  assembly  embodying  the  present  invention  as 

seen  from  the  plane  1  —  1  in  Figure  3; 
Figure  2  is  a  partial  sectional  view  of  the 

differential  gear  assembly  as  seen  from  the  plane 
indicated  by  the  line  2  —  2  in  Figure  4; 

30  Figure  3  is  an  end  view  of  the  differential  gear 
assembly;  and, 

Figure  4  is  another  sectional  view  of  the  dif- 
ferential  gear  assembly  as  seen  from  the  plane 
indicated  by  the  line  4—4  in  Figure  1. 

35  The  Figures  illustrate  the  overall  construction  of 
a  differential  gear  assembly  embodying  the 
present  invention.  Referring  in  particular  to  Fig- 
ures  1  and  2,  the  assembly  comprises  a  differen- 
tial  cage  12  that  in  the  illustrated  assembly  com- 

40  prises  a  cage  portion  12a  which  mounts  a 
majority  of  the  components  forming  the 
assembly  and  a  piloted  end  cap  12b  fastened  to 
the  side  of  the  case  12a  by  a  plurality  of  bolts  14. 
The  cage  12a  includes  a  radial  flange  16  that 

45  mounts  a  conventional  ring  gear  17  (shown  in 
phantom).  A  pair  of  axles  18,  20  enter  the  differen- 
tial  case  from  either  side  and  extend  into  splined 
engagement  with  respective  axle  drive  (also 
termed  traction  or  side)  gears  22,  24.  Both  the 

so  differential  cage  12a  and  the  end  cap  12b  include 
annular  trunnions  25  by  which  the  differential 
assembly  is  rotatably  mounted  to  an  axle  hous- 
ing.  The  trunnions  25  define  bores  25a  through 
which  the  axles  extend. 

55  The  axles  18,  20  are  generally  axially  aligned 
and  rotate  on  an  axis,  indicated  by  the  reference 
character  26  which  is  also  the  rotational  axis  for 
the  ring  gear  17  mounted  to  the  flange  16.  As  is 
conventional,  rotation  of  the  ring  gear  by  a  pinion 

so  (not  shown)  or  other  gear  arrangement  effects 
rotation  of  the  axles  18,  20. 

The  differentiating  mechanism,  illustrated  in 
the  figures,  splits  driving  torque  between  the  two 
axle  shafts  18,  20.  The  differential  operation  is 

65  disclosed  and  more  fully  described  in  US  —  A  —  

in  an  operative  position. 
In  assembling  the  overall  axle  assembly,  the 

axle  shafts  are  inserted  into  the  axle  housing  until 
the  inner  spiined  ends  extend  through  the  side 
gears  in  the  differential  case.  One  side  gear  is 
moved  laterally  toward  the  outer  end  of  its  asso- 
ciated  axle  to  a  position  at  which  the  axle  locking 
grooves  are  accessible.  When  moved  to  this 
"access"  position,  a  substantial  clearance  open- 
ing  is  provided  between  the  side  gears.  Each  axle 
is  sequentially  shifted  inwardly  until  its  locking 
groove  is  exposed  between  the  side  gears.  The 
lock  ring  is  then  inserted  into  the  groove  and  the 
axle  retracted  so  that  the  groove  and  lock  ring 
enter  the  recess  defined  by  its  associated  side 
gear.  With  the  axle  in  this  position,  the  lock  ring 
cannot  be  displaced  or  otherwise  removed. 

After  the  lock  rings  are  secured  to  both  axle 
ends,  the  thrust  means  is  placed  between  the  side 
gears,  in  axial  alignment  with  the  ends  of  the  axle 
shafts.  While  it  is  held  there,  the  one  side  gear  is 
then  moved  inwardly,  with  respect  to  the  differen- 
tial  case,  to  its  operative  position.  The  gear  spacer 
is  then  installed  next  to  the  one  gear  in  order  to  fix 
its  position.  The  thrust  means,  including  portions 
sized  to  fit  within  the  recesses  in  the  side  gears,  is 
thus  maintained  in  its  position  between  the  axle 
ends  once  the  side  gears  are  at  their  operative 
position  (the  other  side  gear  may  also  be  spaced 
inwardly  by  another  spacer). 

The  present  invention  provides  a  simple  yet 
effective  apparatus  and  method  for  coupling  axle 
shafts  to  a  differential  mechanism  of  the  type  that 
does  not  include  a  shaft  mounted  in  the  differen- 
tial  casing  that  extends  between  the  ends  of  the 
axles. 

In  the  preferred  embodiment,  the  gear  spacer 
comprises  a  split  collar  positioned  between  the 
one  side  gear  and  an  inside  surface  of  the  dif- 
ferential  case.  When  in  position,  the  collar  is 
concentric  with  the  axis  of  the  axle.  The  two 
halves  of  the  collar  are  preferably  held  together 
by  suitable  threaded  fasteners. 

According  to  one  embodiment  of  the  invention, 
the  thrust  bearing  comprises  two  elements.  The 
first  element  is  defined  by  an  annulus  having  a 
diameter  sized  to  fit  within  a  side  gear  recess.  This 
element  serves  as  an  axle  thrust  bearing  only.  The 
second  element  comprises  a  circular  body 
defined  by  two  annuli  having  different  diameters. 
One  annulus  is  sized  substantially  equal  to  the 
diameter  of  the  side  gears.  The  second  annulus  is 
sized  to  fit  within  a  side  gear  recess  of  one  of  the 
side  gears.  When  positioned  between  the  side 
gears,  the  smaller  annulus  receives  axial  thrust 
forces  from  its  associated  axle  end  whereas  the 
larger  annulus  serves  as  a  thrust  bearing  for  the 
side  gears  themselves.  Thrust  surfaces  defined  on 
opposite  sides  of  the  larger  annulus  confrontingly 
engage  inner  end  faces  formed  on  respective  side 
gears.  The  smaller  annulus  is  captured  within  the 
recess  of  its  associated  side  gear  and  hence 
prevents  the  displacement  of  the  second  element 
from  its  assembled  position  when  the  side  gears 
are  in  their  operative  positions. 
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2,859,641  and  US—  A—  4,191,071  which  issued  to 
Gleasman  and  Gleasman  et  al,  respectively.  Both 
of  these  patents  are  hereby  incorporated  by  ref- 
erence. 

By  way  of  summary,  the  side  gears  22,  24  are  5 
formed  as  worm  gears  and  each  includes  a 
through  bore  having  a  splined  portion  28  and  a 
larger  diameter,  uniform  portion  defining  a  circu- 
lar  recess  29.  The  gears  22,  24  continuously  mesh 
with  pairs  of  transfer  gear  complexes  journalled  to 
on  parallel  shafts  27  suitably  mounted  in  the 
differential  cage  12a.  In  the  illustrated  embodi- 
ment  and  as  best  seen  in  Figure  4,  three  transfer 
gear  complexes  are  associated  with  each  side 
gear.  Although  the  bansfer  gear  complexes  of  a  is 
pair  are  substantially  identical,  for  purposes  of 
explanation  the  transfer  gears  associated  with  the 
side  gear  22  will  be  designated  by  the  reference 
character  32  and  the  transfer  gears  associated 
with  side  gear  24  will  be  designated  by  the  20 
reference  character  34.  As  more  fully  described  in 
the  above-identified  patents,  each  transfer  gear 
comprises  an  "irreversible  gear"  or  worm  wheel 
portion  36  and  a  pair  of  "reversible  gears"  such  as 
spur  gears  38  disposed  at  opposite  ends  of  the  25 
worm  wheel.  The  spur  gears  38  of  the  gear 
complex  32  are  in  constant  mesh  with  the  spur 
gears  38  of  the  adjacent  gear  complex  34.  The 
worm  wheels  38  of  the  gear  complex  32,  34  are  in 
constant  coengagement  with  their  associated  30 
side  gears  22,  24,  respectively.  Since  the  side 
gears  22,  24  are  formed  as  worm  gears  and  are 
"reversible",  rotation  of  a  side  gear  can  effect 
rotation  in  the  worm  wheel  of  its  associated 
transfer  gear.  The  worm  wheels  38,  on  the  other  35 
hand,  have  a  tooth  inclination  angle  that  inhibits 
the  worm  wheels  36  from  driving  the  worms  22, 
24.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  axle  drive  gears 
and  the  irreversible  gear  portions  of  the  transfer 
gears  can  be  cross  axes  helical  gears.  40 

The  axles  18,  20  include  respective  splined  ends 
18a,  20a.  A  lock  ring  groove  40  is  formed  near  the 
extreme  inner  end  of  each  axle  and  is  shaped  to 
receive  a  locking  C-ring  42.  The  transition 
between  the  recess  29  and  the  splined  bore  45 
portion  28  in  each  side  gear  22,  24  defines  a 
shoulder  46  against  which  the  locking  ring  42 
seats. 

When  the  locking  rings  42  are  engaged  in  the 
grooves  40  and  positioned  against  the  side  gear  50 
shoulders,  as  seen  in  Figure  1,  the  axles  are 
retained  within  the  axle  housing  (not  shown).  The 
combination  of  the  locking  rings  42  and  the 
shoulders  46  prevent  the  outward  movement  of 
the  axle  shafts  18,  20.  55 

In  the  illustrated  construction,  a  torque  equaliz- 
ing  thrust  bearing  52  is  placed  between  the  side 
gear  22  and  an  internal  side  face  56  defined  by  the 
cage  12a.  As  more  fully  disclosed  in  US  —  A  —  
4,191,071  which  is  hereby  incorporated  by  ref-  60 
erence,  the  torque  equalizer  52  aids  in  dividing 
torque  load  between  the  axles  18,  20. 

In  accordance  with  the  invention,  the  axle  ends 
18a,  20  are  maintained  in  their  operative  position, 
shown  in  Figure  1,  by  a  thrust  spacer  arrange-  65 

ment.  In  the  illustrated  embodiment,  the  thrust 
arrangement  comprises  two  separate  elements 
62,  64.  The  element  62  comprises  an  annulus 
sized  to  be  received  within  the  recess  29  formed 
in  the  side  gear  22  and  includes  relatively  planar, 
parallel  end  faces  62a,  one  of  which  confrontingly 
engages  the  end  face  of  the  axle  end  18a.  The 
second  element  64  is  a  multi-diameter  element 
and  includes  a  side  gear  thrust  portion  66  and  an 
axle  thrust  portion  68.  The  side  gear  thrust  por- 
tion  66  is  defined  by  an  annulus  or  flange  having  a 
diameter  substantially  equal  to  the  outer  diameter 
of  the  side  gears  22,  24.  As  seen  in  the  figure, 
inner  end  faces  of  the  side  gears  22,  24  confront- 
ingly  engage  substantially  planar  radial  surfaces 
66a  formed  on  the  portion  66  of  the  thrust 
element.  The  smaller  diameter  portion  is  defined 
by  an  annuius  and  is  sized  to  be  received  within 
the  recess  29  of  the  side  gear  24  and  it  defines  an 
end  face  68a  that  confrontingly  engages  an  end 
face  of  the  axle  end  20a.  As  seen  in  Figure  1,  the 
combined  axial  extent  of  the  elements  62,  64 
maintains  a  fixed  spacing  between  the  axle  ends 
thereby  maintaining  the  lock  rings  within  the  side 
gear  recesses  29.  Axial  end  thrust  from  the  axles 
18,  20  is  received  by  the  end  faces  62a,  68a, 
respectively. 

In  order  to  gain  access  to  the  side  gears  22,  24 
and/or  the  thrust  elements  62,  64,  at  least  one  pair 
of  transfer  gears  32,  34  must  be  removed.  Refer- 
ring  to  Figures  1,  2  and  4,  the  shafts  27  which 
rotatably  support  the  transfer  gears,  extend 
between  lateral  supports  or  posts  70  spaced  120° 
apart  that  form  part  of  the  differential  cage  12a 
(shown  best  in  Figure  4).  The  adjacent  supports 
70  define  aligned  bores  71  which  receive  the  ends 
of  the  shafts  27.  As  seen  in  Figure  4,  the  supports 
70  are  substantially  V-shaped  in  section  defining  a 
somewhat  curved,  outwardly  facing  recess  72.  As 
seen  in  Figure  2,  the  recess  72  is  interrupted  by  a 
bridging  section  74  which  serves  as  a  mounting 
lug  for  roll  pins  76  which  maintain  the  transfer 
gear  shafts  27  in  their  assembled  positions.  In  the 
illustrated  embodiment,  the  pins  76  are  friction 
fitted  into  bores  machined  in  the  bridging  section. 
As  seen  in  Figure  3,  the  roll  pins  are  accessible  for 
removal  or  insertion  from  the  end  cap  side  of  the 
differential. 

It  should  be  noted  that  the  illustrated  method 
for  retaining  the  shafts  27  in  the  position  shown  is 
one  of  several  contemplated  methods  for 
securing  the  transfer  gears  32,  34  in  their  oper- 
ative  positions.  Other  types  of  pins  as  well  as  set 
screw  arrangements  and  other  structural  con- 
figurations  can  be  used  to  fix  the  position  of  the 
transfer  gears  and/or  shafts. 

In  the  illustrated  embodiment,  a  pair  of  transfer 
gears  32,  34  are  removed  by  removing  one  of  the 
roll  pins  76  to  enable  removal  of  an  associated 
pair  of  shafts  27,  thereby  releasing  the  transfer 
gears  32,  34  from  the  transfer  gear  opening  in  the 
differential  cage  12a.  Once  the  transfer  gears  are 
removed,  the  axles  18,  20  may  be  installed  and/or 
released  from  the  differential  assembly. 

According  to  the  invention,  access  to  the  lock- 
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a  differential  having  three  pairs  of  transfer  gears 
32,  34.  It  should  be  appreciated  that  the  invention 
is  adaptable  to  a  differential  having  other  than 
three  pairs  of  transfer  gears,  i.e.,  two  pairs  of 

5  transfer  gears  spaced  180°  apart.  In  addition,  the 
invention  can  be  adapted  to  a  standard  bevel  gear 
differential  should  the  elimination  of  the  common 
spider  gear  shaft  be  desirable. 

In  the  disclosed  embodiment  of  the  invention, 
10  only  one  gear  spacer  80  was  illustrated.  If 

additional  "access"  between  the  side  gears  22,  24 
is  desired,  a  removable  spacer  can  also  be  posi- 
tioned  between  the  side  gear  22  and  the  inside  of 
the  differential  cage  12a.  This  additional  spacer 

w  could  be  located  in  the  position  now  taken  by  the 
torque  equalizing  thrust  bearing  52.  To  accommo- 
date  both  the  thrust  bearing  52  and  the  additional 
spacer,  the  inside  of  the  cage  12a  would  require 
additional  machining  to  increase  the  depth  of  the 

20  recess  now  occupied  by  the  thrust  bearing  52, 
shown  in  Figure  1.  It  is  also  believed,  that  in  an 
embodiment  that  utilizes  removable  spacers 
associated  with  each  side  gear  22,  24,  the  clear- 
ance  provided  when  both  side  gears  are  moved 

25  outwardly  would  allow  the  use  of  a  unitary  thrust 
spacer  arrangement  and  eliminate  the  need  for 
separate  thrust  elements  62,  64.  It  must  be 
remembered,  that  whether  the  thrust  arrange- 
ment  is  a  single  or  two  piece  element  is  in  part 

30  determined  by  whether  the  clearance  (as  con- 
trolled  by  the  axial  width  of  the  removable  spacer 
80)  is  greater  than  the  axial  extent  of  the  thrust 
spacer  arrangement. 

In  describing  the  present  invention,  reference 
35  has  been  made  to  a  "rear  axle  housing"  and  "rear 

drive  vehicles".  This  invention  is  not  limited, 
however,  to  rear  drive  vehicles  but  can  be 
adapted  to  either  a  rear  or  front  drive  arrange- 
ment  in  which  the  axles  are  retained  by  locking 

40  elements  located  within  the  differential  assembly. 
Although  the  invention  has  been  described  with 

a  certain  degree  of  particularity,  it  should  be 
understood  by  those  skilled  in  the  art  that  the 
invention  can  be  applied  to  other  applications  that 

45  require  differential  gearing,  (such  as  transfer 
cases  and  interaxles). 

Claims 

so  1.  A  differential  gearing  assembly  having  a 
differential  case  (12)  into  which  the  ends  (18a, 
20a)  of  a  pair  of  axially  aligned  axles  (18,  30) 
extend  with  their  respective  end  faces  opposing, 
each  axle  end  (18a,  20a)  bearing  a  respective  side 

55  gear  (22,  24)  fixed  thereto  with  respect  to  rotation 
but  not  axially;  gear  means  (32,  34)  mounted  in 
the  differential  case  (12)  to  couple  rotation  thereof 
with  the  side  gears  (22,  24)  and  axles  (18,  20),  lock 
rings  (42)  locatable  in  grooves  (40)  provided  on 

60  the  axle  ends  (18a,  20a)  to  retain  the  axle  ends 
within  the  differential  case;  and 

axial  thrust  means  (62,  64)  disposed  between 
the  end  faces  of  the  axles  (18,  20)  and  providing 
axial  thrust  surfaces  therefor,  characterised  in 

65  that,  in  an  operative  position  of  the  assembly,  the 

ing  C-rings  42  and  hence  the  release  of  the  axles 
18,  20  from  the  differential  is  controlled  by  a 
removable  gear  spacer  80,  preferably  positioned 
between  the  side  gear  24  and  an  inner  side  face  82 
of  the  differential  end  cap  12b.  Referring  also  to 
Figures  1,  2  and  3,  the  removable  spacer  80 
preferably  comprises  a  bifurcated  collar  held 
together  by  suitable  threaded  fasteners  84  such 
as  cap  screws. 

In  the  preferred  method,  the  axle  shafts  18,  20 
are  disengaged  from  the  differential  gear 
assembly  by  first  removing  the  fasteners  84  to 
release  the  assembled  halves  of  the  collar  80 
enabling  its  removal  through  the  transfer  gear 
opening.  With  the  collar  removed,  the  side  gear 
24  can  be  moved  towards  the  right  (as  viewed  in 
Figure  1)  a  sufficient  distance  along  the  splined 
end  of  the  axle  20  to  enable  the  removal  of  the 
thrust  element  64  which  as  explained  earlier  is 
maintained  in  its  assembled  position  by  the 
engagement  of  the  axle  thrust  portion  68  within 
the  side  gear  recess  29.  After  the  thrust  element 
64  is  removed,  the  second  thrust  element  62  can 
also  be  removed.  With  the  thrust  elements  62,  64 
removed,  the  axle  shaft  20  can  be  moved  to  the 
left  to  expose  and  remove  the  lock  ring  42  from 
the  locking  groove  40.  Once  the  lock  ring  42  is 
removed,  the  axle  20  can  be  pulled  from  the  axle 
housing.  Similarly,  the  axle  shaft  18  can  be 
moved  to  the  right  to  expose  and  remove  the  lock 
ring  42  from  the  locking  ring  40  and  the  axle  18 
can  likewise  be  removed  from  the  axle  housing.  It 
should  be  noted  that  once  the  thrust  elements  62, 
64  are  removed,  either  axle  18,  20  can  be  removed 
first. 

Assembly  of  the  axle  shafts  18,  20  to  the 
differential  gearing  is  accomplished  by  reversal  of 
the  steps  described  above.  In  summary,  the  axle 
shafts  18,  20  are  sequentially  inserted  into  the 
differential  assembly  until  the  locking  grooves  40 
are  accessible  between  the  side  gears  22,  24.  The 
locking  rings  42  are  inserted  into  the  grooves  and 
the  axle  shafts  pulled  outwardly  so  that  the 
locking  ring  seats  against  the  shoulder  46  of  its 
respective  side  gear.  The  thrust  elements  62,  64 
are  then  inserted  and  the  side  gear  24  moved  to 
the  left  (as  viewed  in  Figure  1)  so  that  the  thrust 
elements  62,  64  are  received  and  captured  by  the 
side  gear  recesses  29  and  confrontingly  engaged 
by  the  respective  axle  and  side  gear  end  faces. 
The  split  collar  80  is  then  reinstalled  between  the 
side  gear  24  and  the  differential  end  cap  12b  in 
order  to  maintain  the  side  gear  24  in  its  operative 
position  shown  in  Figure  3. 

With  the  disclosed  method  and  apparatus,  a 
differential  assembly  like  that  disclosed  in  the 
above-identified  US—  A—  2859641  and  US—  A  —  
4191071  can  be  used  in  an  axle  housing  in  which 
the  axle  shafts  are  retained  within  the  housing  by 
a  locking  arrangement  located  within  the  differen- 
tial  itself.  The  invention  provides  a  simple  yet 
effective  method  by  which  to  retain  axle  shafts 
within  the  assembly  without  unduly  complicating 
the  serviceability  or  assembly  of  the  mechanism. 

The  invention  was  disclosed  in  connection  with 
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axial  thrust  means  (62,  64)  are  retained  between 
the  axle  end  faces  by  engagement  with  a  recess 
(29)  in  at  least  one  of  the  side  gears  (22,  24)  while 
a  radially  extending  flange  (66)  of  the  thrust 
means  (62,  64)  provides  axial  thrust  surfaces  5 
(66a)  for  inner  end  faces  of  the  side  gears  (22,  24) 
which  are  axially  inwardly  of  their  associated 
axle  end  faces,  and  removable  spacer  means  (80) 
are  disposed  between  at  least  one  (24)  of  the 
side  gears  (22,  24)  and  an  inside  surface  (82)  of  10 
the  case  (12)  to  maintain  the  at  least  one  side 
gear  in  the  operative  position;  and  in  that 

removal  of  the  removable  spacer  means  (80) 
enables  movement  of  the  at  least  one  side  gear 
(22)  to  an  access  position  wherein  the  axial  is 
thrust  means  (62,  64)  are  removable  from  the 
assembly,  whereafter  the  axles  (18,  20)  are  mov- 
able  to  access  positions  in  which  the  lock  rings 
(42)  are  removable  from  their  associated  axle 
ends.  20 

2.  An  assembly  according  to  claim  1,  wherein 
the  gear  means  (32,  34)  comprises  a  pair  of  co- 
engaging  transfer  gears,  each  having  an  irrevers- 
ible  gear  portion  (36)  operatively  engaging  a 
respective  side  gear.  25 

3.  An  assembly  according  to  claim  1  or  claim  2 
wherein  the  gear  means  (32,  34)  are  arranged 
about  the  side  gears  (22,  24)  forming  a  cross-axis 
compound  planetary  gear  complex. 

4.  An  assembly  according  to  any  preceding  30 
claim,  wherein  the  axial  thrust  means  comprises 
a  first  element  (62)  being  an  annulus  receivable 
in  a  recess  (29)  in  one  of  the  side  gears  (22,  24), 
and  a  second  element  (64),  separate  from  the 
first  element,  having  an  annulus  portion  (68)  35 
receivable  in  a  recess  (29)  in  the  other  of  the  side 
gears,  and  a  flange  portion  (66)  providing  thrust 
surfaces  (66a)  for  the  side  gears  (22,  24). 

5.  An  assembly  according  to  any  preceding 
claim,  wherein  the  removable  spacer  means  (80)  40 
comprise  a  collar  having  two  separable  parts, 
maintainable  in  position  between  the  associated 
one  of  the  side  gears  (22,  24)  and  the  inside 
surface  (82)  of  the  case  (12)  by  at  least  one 
threaded  fastener  (84).  45 

6.  A  method  for  assembling  a  differential  of  the 
type  that  includes  a  pair  of  axially  adjacent  side 
gears  (22,  24)  rotatably  coupled  to  respective 
associated  axles  (18,  20)  within  a  differential  case 
(12),  characterised  by:  so 

a)  moving  one  (22)  of  the  side  gears  (22,  24) 
axially  outwardly  inside  the  differential  case  (12) 
to  provide  an  access  opening  between  the  side 
gears  (22,  24); 

b)  inserting  an  axle  end  (20a)  into  the  differen-  55 
tial  case  (12)  through  the  one  side  gear  (22)  until 
locking  structure  (40)  formed  on  the  axle  end  is 
exposed  in  the  access  opening; 

c)  engaging  a  locking  element  (42)  with  the 
locking  structure  (40)  on  the  one  axle  end  (20a)  eo 
and  withdrawing  the  axle  end  to  a  position  in 
which  the  locking  element  (42)  is  received  in  a 
recess  (29)  in  the  one  side  gear; 

d)  inserting  another  axle  end  (18a)  into  the 
differential  case  (12)  through  the  other  side  gear  es 

(24)  until  the  locking  structure  (40)  formed 
thereon  is  exposed  in  the  access  opening; 

e)  engaging  another  lock  element  (42)  with  the 
locking  structure  (40)  on  the  other  axle  end  (18a) 
and  withdrawing  the  axle  end  until  its  associated 
locking  element  (42)  is  received  in  a  recess  (29) 
in  the  other  side  gear; 

f)  positioning  a  thrust  spacer  arrangement  (62, 
64)  in  alignment  with  the  axle  ends  (18a,  20a) 
and  maintaining  its  position  while  moving  the 
one  side  gear  (22)  axially  inwardly  to  an  oper- 
ative  position;  and 

g)  installing  a  gear  spacer  (80)  associated  with 
the  one  side  gear  (22)  between  an  inside  surface 
of  the  case  (12)  and  that  gear  to  hold  the  oper- 
ative  position,  the  thrust  spacer  arrangement  (62, 
64)  being  maintained  in  position  by  the  side 
gears  (22,  24)  in  their  operative  position,  by 
engagement  with  a  recess  (29)  in  at  least  one  of 
the  side  gears  (22,  24). 

Patentansprtiche 

1.  Differentialgetriebe  mit  einem  Differentialge- 
hause  (12),  in  das  die  Enden  (18a,  20a)  von  zwei 
axial  fluchtenden  Wellen  (18,  30)  hineinragen, 
deren  Endflachen  einander  gegeniiberiiegen, 
wobei  jedes  Wellenende  (18a,  20a)  ein  Abtriebs- 
rad  (22,  24)  tragt,  das  mit  diesem  drehfest,  aber 
nicht  axial  fest  verbunden  ist,  mit  Zahnradern 
(32,  34),  die  in  dem  Differentialgehause  (12)  gela- 
gert  sind,  um  dessen  Drehbewegung  mit  den 
Abtriebsradern  (22,  24)  und  den  Wellen  (18,  20) 
zu  kuppeln,  mit  Sicherungsringen  (42),  die  in  an 
den  Wellenenden  (18a,  20a)  angeordnete  Nuten 
(40)  einsetzbar  sind,  um  die  Wellenenden  in  dem 
Differentialgehause  festzulegen,  und  mit  Axial- 
schubgliedern  (62,  64),  die  zwischen  den  Endfla- 
chen  der  Wellen  (18,  20)  angeordnet  sind  und 
Axialschubflachen  fur  diese  bilden,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  daK  im  Betriebszustand  die 
Axialschubglieder  (62,  64)  zwischen  den  Wellen- 
endflachen  festgelegt  sind  durch  Eingriff  mit 
einer  Ausnehmung  (29)  in  mindestens  einem  der 
Abtriebsrader  (22,  24),  wan  rend  ein  sich  radial 
erstreckender  Flansch  (66)  der  Schubglieder  (62, 
64)  Axialschubflachen  (66a)  fur  die  inneren  End- 
flachen  der  Abtriebsrader  (22,  24)  bildet,  die  sich 
axial  innerhalb  ihrer  zugeordneten  Weilenendfla- 
chen  befinden,  wobei  abnehmbare  Distanzteile 
(80)  zwischen  mindestens  einem  (24)  der 
Abtriebsrader  (22,  24)  und  einer  Innenflache  (82) 
des  Gehauses  (12)  angeordnet  sind,  um  minde- 
stens  dieses  eine  Abtriebsrad  in  der  Betriebsstel- 
lung  zu  halten,  und  daft  die  Beseitigung  der 
abnehmbaren  Distanzteile  (80)  eine  Bewegung 
des  mindestens  einen  Abtriebsrades  (22)  in  eine 
Zugriffsstellung  ermdglicht,  in  der  die  Axial- 
schubglieder  (62,  64)  aus  dem  Getriebe  entnehm- 
bar  sind,  woraufhin  die  Wellen  (18,  20)  in 
Zugriffsstellungen  bewegbar  sind,  in  denen  die 
Sicherungsringe  (42)  von  den  zugeordneten  Wel- 
lenenden  abnehmbar  sind. 

2.  Getriebe  nach  Anspruch  1,  wobei  die  Zahn- 
rader  (32,  34)  ein  Paar  miteinander  in  Eingriff 
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wobei  die  Schubdistanzanordnung  (62,  64)  von 
den  in  der  Betriebsstellung  befindlichen  Abtriebs- 
radern  (22,  24)  festgelegt  wird  durch  Eingriff  in 
eine  Ausnehmung  (29)  in  mindestens  einem  der 

5  Abtriebsrader  (22,  24). 

Revendications 

1.  Assemblage  d'engrenages  differentiels  com- 
10  portant  un  boitier  de  differentiel  (12),  dans  lequel 

penetrent  les  extremites  (18a,  20a)  d'une  paire 
d'essieux  (18,  30)  aiignes  axialement  avec  leurs 
faces  d'extremite  correspondantes  opposees,  cha- 
que  extemit§  d'essieu  (18a,  20a)  portant  un  engre- 

15  nage  lateral  correspondant  (22,  24)  fixe  a  I'arbre 
pour  empecher  la  rotation,  mais  non  dans  le  sens 
axial;  des  engrenages  (32,  34)  montes  dans  le 
boitier  differentiel  (12)  afin  de  coupler  la  rotation 
de  celui-ci  a  celle  des  engrenages  lateraux  (22,  24) 

20  et  des  essieux  (18,  20),  des  bagues  de  blocage  (42) 
pouvant  se  placer  dans  des  rainures  (40)  prati- 
quees  dans  les  extremites  d'essieux  (18a,  20a)  afin 
de  maintenir  les  extremites  d'essieux  dans  le 
boitier  differentiel;  et 

25  des  dispositifs  de  butee  axiale  (62,  64)  disposes 
entre  les  faces  d'extremite  des  essieux  (18,  20)  et 
offrant  des  surfaces  de  butee  axiales  pour  ceux-ci, 
caracterise  en  ce  que,  quand  i'assemblage  est  en 
position  de  fonctionnement,  les  dispositifs  de 

30  butee  axiale  (62,  64)  sont  maintenus  entre  les  faces 
d'extremite  d'essieux,  en  s'engageant  dans  un 
redan  (29)  pratique  dans  au  moins  I'un  des  engre- 
nages  lateraux  (22,  24),  tandis  qu'une  bride  (66) 
disposee  radialement  du  dispositif  de  butee  (62, 

35  64)  fournit  des  surfaces  de  butee  axiale  (66a)  pour 
les  faces  d'extremite  interieures  des  engrenages 
lateraux  (22,  24)  qui  sont  disposees  axialement  a 
I'interieur  par  rapport  aux  faces  d'extremite  d'es- 
sieux  correspondents  et  un  dispositif  d'ecarte- 

40  ment  amovibles  (80)  est  dispose  entre  au  moins 
I'un  (24)  des  engrenages  lateraux  (22,  24)  et  une 
surface  interieure  (82)  du  boitier  (12),  afin  de 
maintenir  au  moins  un  engrenage  lateral  en 
position  de  fonctionnement;  et  en  ce  que 

45  I'enlevement  du  dispositif  d'ecartement  amovi- 
ble  (80)  permet  le  deplacement  d'au  moins  un 
engrenage  lateral  (22)  jusqu'a  une  position  d'acces 
ou  les  dispositifs  de  poussee  axiale  (62,  64) 
peuvent  etre  retires  de  I'ensemble,  les  essieux  (18, 

50  20)  pouvant  ensuite  etre  deplaces  jusqu'aux  posi- 
tions  d'acces  dans  lesquelles  les  bagues  de  blo- 
cage  (42)  peuvent  etre  retirees  des  extremites 
d'essieux  correspondantes. 

2.  Assemblage  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracte- 
55  rise  en  ce  que  I'engrenage  (32,  34)  comprend  une 

paire  d'engrenages  de  transmission  engrenant 
avec  lui,  chacun  ayant  une  partie  a  engrenage 
irreversible  (36)  engrenant  fonctionnellement 
avec  I'engrenage  lateral  correspondant. 

60  3.  Assemblage  selon  la  revendication  1  ou  2, 
caracterise  en  ce  que  les  engrenages  (32,  34)  sont 
disposes  autour  des  engrenages  lateraux  (22,  24), 
de  maniere  a  former  un  complexe  d'engrenages 
planetaires  composites  a  axes  croises. 
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stehenden  Ubertragungsrader  umfalSt,  von  denen 
jedes  einen  selbsthemmenden  Verzahnungsbe- 
reich  (36)  aufweist,  der  mit  einem  zugeordneten 
Abtriebsrad  in  Eingriff  steht. 

3.  Getriebe  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  2,  wobei  die 
Zahnrader  (32,  34)  urn  die  Abtriebsrader  (22,  24) 
hereum  angeordnet  sfnd  und  einen  Querachsen- 
Planetengetriebeverband  bilden. 

4.  Getriebe  nach  einem  der  vorhergehenden 
Anspruche,  wobei  die  Axialschubglieder  ein  erste 
Element  (62)  in  Form  eines  in  eine  Ausnehmung 
(29)  eines  der  Abtriebsrader  (22,  24)  einsetzbaren 
Rings  und  ein  von  dem  ersten  Element  getrenntes 
zweites  Element  (64)  umfassen,  das  einen  in  eine 
Ausnehmung  (29)  des  anderen  Abtriebsrades  ein- 
setzbaren  ringformigen  Bereich  (68)  und  einen 
Fianschbereich  (66)  aufweist,  der  Schubflachen 
(66a)  fur  die  Abtriebsrader  (22,  24)  bildet. 

5.  Getriebe  nach  einem  der  vorhergehenden 
Anspruche,  wobei  die  abnehmbaren  Distanzteile 
(80)  aus  einem  Kragen  mit  zwei  getrennten  Teilen 
bestehen,  die  durch  mindestens  eine  Schraube 
(84)  zwischen  dem  zugeordneten  einen  Abtriebs- 
rad  (22,  24)  und  der  Innenflache  (82)  des  Gehauses 
(12)  festlegbar  sind. 

6.  Verfahren  zur  Montage  eines  Differentialge- 
triebes,  das  zwei  axial  benachbarte  Abtriebsrader 
(22,  24)  aufweist,  die  in  einem  Differentialgehause 
(12)  mit  zugeordneten  Wellen  (18,  20)  drehfest 
gekuppelt  sind,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet 

a)  dalS  eines  (22)  der  Abtriebsrader  (22,  24) 
innerhalb  des  Differentiaigehauses  (12)  axial  nach 
aulSen  bewegt  wird,  um  eine  Zugriffsoffnung 
zwischen  den  Abtriebsradern  (22,  24)  zu  schaffen, 

b)  dafS  ein  Wellenende  (20a)  in  das  Differential- 
gehause  (12)  durch  das  eine  Abtriebsrad  (22) 
hindurch  eingefuhrt  wird,  bis  eine  an  dem  Wellen- 
ende  ausgebildete  Lagesicherung  (40)  in  der 
Zugriffzoffnung  freiliegt, 

c)  dafS  ein  Sicherungselement  (42)  mit  der 
Lagesicherung  (40)  an  dem  einen  Wellenende 
(20a)  in  Eingriff  gebracht  wird  und  dalS  das  Wellen- 
ende  in  eine  Position  zuruckgezogen  wird,  in  der 
das  Sicherungselement  (42)  in  einer  Ausnehmung 
(29)  in  dem  einen  Abtriebsrad  angeordnet  ist, 

d)  dalS  ein  anderes  Wellenende  (18a)  in  das 
Differentialgehause  (12)  durch  das  andere 
Abtriebsrad  (24)  hindurch  eingefuhrt  wird,  bis  die 
daran  ausgebildete  Lagesicherung  (40)  in  der 
Zugriffsoffnung  freiliegt, 

e)  dalS  ein  anderes  Sicherungselement  (42)  mit 
der  Lagesicherung  (40)  an  dem  anderen  Wellen- 
ende  (18a)  in  Eingriff  gebracht  und  das  Wellen- 
ende  zuruckgezogen  wird,  bis  das  zugeordnete 
Sicherungselement  (42)  in  einer  Ausnehmung  (29) 
in  dem  anderen  Abtriebsrad  angeordnet  ist, 

f)  dalS  eine  Schubdistanzanordnung  (62,  64)  mit 
den  Wellenenden  (18a,  20a)  fluchtend  angeordnet 
und  in  dieser  Lage  gehalten  wird,  wahrend  das 
eine  Abtriebsrad  (22)  axial  nach  innen  in  eine 
Betriebssteliung  bewegt  wird,  und 

g)  dalS  ein  dem  einen  Abtriebsrad  (22)  zugeord- 
netes  Distanzteil  (80)  zwischen  einer  Innenflache 
des  Gehauses  (12)  und  diesem  Abtriebsrad  ange- 
ordnet  wird,  um  die  Betriebsstellung  zu  erhalten. 
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precedentes,  caracterise  en  ce  que  le  dispositif  de 
butee  axiale  (62)  comporte  un  premier  element 
(62)  qui  est  un  anneau  pouvant  se  loger  dans  un 
redan  (29)  dans  I'un  des  engrenages  lateraux  (22, 
24)  et  un  second  element  (64)  separe  du  premier 
element  et  ayant  une  partie  en  anneau  (68)  pou- 
vant  se  loger  dans  un  redan  (29)  dans  I'autre 
engrenage  lateral  et  une  partie  en  forme  de  bride 
(66)  assurant  des  surfaces  de  butee  (66a)  pour  les 
engrenages  lateraux  (22,  24). 

5.  Assemblage  selon  I'une  des  revendications 
precedentes,  caracterise  en  ce  que  le  dispositif 
d'ecartement  amovible  (80)  comporte  un  collet 
constitue  de  deux  parties  separables  et  pouvant 
etre  maintenu  en  position  entre  celui  des  engre- 
nages  lateraux  (22,  24)  qui  y  correspond  et  la 
surface  interieure  (82)  du  bottier  (12)  parau  moins 
une  fixation  filetee  (84). 

6.  Methode  pour  assembler  un  differentiel  du 
type  comportant  une  paire  d'engrenages  lateraux 
adjacents  axialement  (22,  24)  couples  a  pivot  aux 
essieux  correspondants  (18,  20)  dans  un  bottier 
de  differentiel  (12),  caracterisee  par: 

a)  le  deplacement  de  I'un  (22)  des  engrenages 
lateraux  (22,  24)  axialement  vers  I'exterieur  dans 
le  boltier  de  differentiel  (12)  afin  de  creer  une 
ouverture  d'acces  entre  les  engrenages  lateraux 
(22,  24); 

b)  I'insertion  d'une  extremite  d'essieu  (20a) 
dans  le  bottier  de  differentiel  (12)  a  travers  un 
engrenage  lateral  (22)  jusqu'a  ce  que  le  dispositif 
de  blocage  (40)  dispose  sur  I'extremite  de  I'axe 
soit  degage  dans  I'ouverture  d'acces; 

c)  I'engagement  d'un  element  de  blocage  (42) 
avec  le  dispositif  de  blocage  (40)  sur  une  extre- 
mite  d'essieu  (20a)  et  le  deplacement  de  I'extre- 
mite  d'essieu  jusqu'a  une  position  dans  laquelle 
I'element  de  blocage  (42)  vient  se  loger  dans  un 
redan  (29)  de  I'un  des  engrenages  lateraux; 

d)  I'insertion  d'une  autre  extremite  d'essieu 
(18a)  dans  le  boitier  du  differentiel  (12)  a  travers 
I'autre  engrenage  lateral  (24)  jusqu'a  ce  que  la 
structure  de  blocage  (40)  constitute  sur  celui-ci 
soit  degagee  dans  I'ouverture  d'acces; 

e)  I'engagement  d'un  autre  element  de  blocage 
(42)  avec  le  dispositif  de  blocage  (40)  sur  I'autre 
extremite  d'essieu  (18a)  et  le  deplacement  de 
I'extremite  d'essieu  jusqu'a  ce  que  son  element 
de  blocage  correspondant  (42)  vienne  se  loger 
dans  un  redan  (29)  de  I'autre  engrenage  lateral; 

f)  le  placement  d'un  dispositif  d'ecartement  et 
de  butee  (62,  64)  aligne  avec  les  extremites 
d'essieu  (18a,  20a)  et  son  maintien  en  position, 
tandis  que  I'un  des  engrenages  lateraux  (22)  est 
deplace  axialement  vers  I'interieur  jusqu'a  sa 
position  de  fonctionnement;  et 

g)  le  montage  d'une  piece  d'ecartement  d'en- 
grenage  (80)  correspondant  a  I'un  des  engre- 
nages  lateYaux  (22)  entre  une  surface  interieure 
du  bottier  (12)  et  cet  engrenage,  afin  de  le  mainte- 
nir  en  position  fonctionnelle,  ce  dispositif  d'ecar- 
tement  d'engrenage  (62,  64)  etant  maintenu  en 
place  par  les  engrenages  lateraux  (22,  24)  dans 
leur  position  de  fonctionnement,  par  engagement 
dans  un  redan  (29)  d'au  moins  I'un  des  engre- 
nages  lateraux  (22,  24). 
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